
Submodule 2. Role of student experiencing 
interdisciplinarity

Presentation of the three lines of ID inquiry 
Work in group on the three lines of ID inquiry (3 
groups of 4 students each) following the three 
guides of the activity [2h]
Preparation of the group sharing [30 min]
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1st interdisciplinarity line of inquiry
Analyse data to understand the evolution and formulate hypotheses

Main question to address
What can data reveal about the evolution of COVID-19? 
Available media and resources
● Worksheet explaining the 1st interdisciplinary line of 

inquiry
● Databases:

○ CONVENIENT_global_confirmed_cases.xlsx
○ CONVENIENT_global_deaths.xlsx
○ Kaggle with visualization analysis done by experts

● Presentation template to expose your work
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What and how to expose your work and answers?
To share your work, we ask you to prepare three slides to
show the rest of the groups the work you have done, each
slide needs to focus on one of the following aspects:

1. What were the main questions you investigated
about?

2. Which data have you used? What research have you
done? How have you used the data to provide
answers to the aforementioned questions?

3. What answers have you obtained?

1st interdisciplinarity line of inquiry
Analyse data to understand the evolution and formulate hypotheses
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2nd interdisciplinarity line of inquiry
The role of mathematical models in studying the evolution of the pandemic

Main question to address
What is the role of models and modelling in investigating 

the evolution of COVID-19?
Available media and resources
● Worksheet explaining the 2nd interdisciplinary line of inquiry
● Databases:

○ First_Wave_Data.xlsx (February_March_April; Early_May)

● Two videos to learn the basics of Excel and GeoGebra works
● Presentation template to expose your work
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What and how to expose your work and answers?
To share your work, we ask you to prepare three slides to
show the rest of the groups the work you have done, each
slide focusing on one of the following three aspects:
1. What were the main questions you investigated about?
2. Which model have you chosen? What are its

characteristics? Why do you think this is a "good"
model?

3. What forecasts does this model offer for the first days
of March?

2nd interdisciplinarity line of inquiry
The role of mathematical models in studying the evolution of the pandemic
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3rd interdisciplinarity line of inquiry
Simulate scenarios to make decisions on social restrictions

Main question to address
How can computational simulations support decision-making 
processes about future actions in the context of the pandemic 
(from political, economic, medical, etc. perspectives)? What is 

their validity and function?

Available media and resources
● Worksheet explaining the 3rd interdisciplinary line of inquiry
● Explanatory video that introduces the basic features of

agent-based modelling and of the NetLogo program.
● Link to download NetLogo.
● Presentation template to expose your work.
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What and how to expose your work and answers?
For the group discussion, we ask that you prepare four slides to
show the rest of the groups the work you have done, explaining on
each slide the answer you have given to each of the questions.

1. What were the main questions you investigated about?
2. What are the main elements of each simulation you have

analysed? What interaction models do they incorporate?
What experiments have they allowed you to do?

3. What results do we get from the simulations? Are the results
consistent changing the simulations?

4. If you were decision-makers, would you use these tools as a
basis for policy making? If so, how?

3rd interdisciplinarity line of inquiry
Simulate scenarios to make decisions on social restrictions
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Submodule 2. Role of student experiencing interdisciplinarity

SLOT 3: Presentation from the Teams A, B and C + Reaction from other teams

● Each working team A, B and C [for 7-10 minutes] presents the summary on their advances:

● During the presentation of each group, the others will be attentive to pose questions IN THE 
CHAT related to points in common with their lines.
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